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Cod. Art. :
MR5160

Blood donor armchair with synchronized movement

Blood donor armchair with compacts dimensions. It is equipped with four wheels; two of them are
in the front side and are fixed, two are on the back side and they are swivelling and with brake.
The frame is made of tubular steel varnished with epoxy powders; the seat is padded with different
thickness and upholstered with soft fireproof leatherette; the back part of the backrest is made of
thermoformed ABS.
The backrest is also equipped with lumbar support and it can be reclined by a lever which move a
gas spring; this movement is synchronized with the legrest.
The armrest are padded and upholstered, shaped for a better position of the arms and adjustable in
all the positions.
This is possible thanks to a special clamp with different sectors; to allow an easy movement for the
patient to seat, it is possible to completely recline the armrest to the back side.

Technical Details
- Dimensions with upright position: cm 80 x 90 x 125 h
- Dimensions with extended position: cm 80 x 170 x 73 h
- Seat width: cm 50
- Seat height from the floor: cm 50
- Armrest height from the floor: cm 73
- Backrest inclination: 100°- 162°
- Wheels: Ø 125 mm
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- Maximum load: kg 120
- Weight: kg 35
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Accessory:

MZ5049-I.V. STAND WITH FIXED HEIGHT FOR RELAX AND BLOOD
DONOR ARMCHAIRS WITH FIXED HEIGHT - CLAMP MZ5051

MZ5051-CLAMP FOR MZ5049 I.V. STAND (FIXED HEIGHT) -
ARMCHAIRS WITH FIXED HEIGHT WITHOUT CENTRALIZED BRAKE

MZ5048-ROLL SUPPORT

MZ5059-HEADREST


